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Abstract
Objective.Proton therapy is gaining popularity because of the improved dose delivery over
conventional radiation therapy. The secondary dose to healthy tissues is dominated by secondary
neutrons. Commercial rem-counters are valuable instruments for the on-line assessment of neutron
ambient dose equivalent (H*(10)). In general, however, a priori knowledge of the type of facility and of
the radiation field is required for the proper choice of any surveymeter. The novelMevion S250i
Hyperscan synchrocyclotronmounts the accelerator directly on the gantry. It provides a scanned 227
MeVproton beam, delivered in pulses with a pulse width of 10μs at 750Hz frequency, which is
afterwards degraded in energy by a range shiftermodulator system. This environment is particularly
challenging for commercial rem-counters; therefore, we tested the reliability of some of themost
widespread rem-counters to understand their limits in theMevion S250i stray neutron field.
Approach.This work, promoted by the EuropeanRadiationDosimetryGroup (EURADOS), describes
a rem-counter intercomparison at theMaastro ProtonTherapy centre in theNetherlands, which
houses the novelMevion S250iHyperscan system. Several rem-counters were employed in the
intercomparison (LUPIN, LINUS,WENDI-II, LB6411, NM2B-458,NM2B-495Pb), which included
simulation of a patient treatment protocol employing awater tank phantom. The outcomes of the
experiment were comparedwithmodels and data from the literature.Main results.We found that only
the LUPIN allowed for a correct assessment ofH*(10)within a 20%uncertainty. All other rem-
counters underestimated the referenceH*(10) by factors from2 tomore than 10, depending on the
detectormodel and on the neutron dose per pulse. In pulsedfields, the neutron dose per pulse is a
fundamental parameter, while the average neutron dose rate is a secondary quantity. An average
150–200μSv/GyRBE neutronH

*(10) at various positions around the phantom and at distances
between 186 cmand 300 cm from it wasmeasured per unit therapeutic dose delivered to the target.
Significance. Our results are partially in linewith results obtained at similarMevion facilities
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employing passive energymodulation. Comparisons with facilities employing active energy
modulation confirmed that the neutronH*(10) can increase up tomore than a factor of 10when
passive energymodulation is employed. The challenging environment of theMevion stray neutron
field requires the use of specific rem-counters sensitive to high-energy neutrons (up to a few hundred
MeV) and specifically designed towithstand pulsed neutron fields.

1. Introduction

Proton therapy is gaining popularity, in particular for the treatment of children and adolescents, because of the
improved dose distribution, which implies reduced entrance dose, null exit dose and high ballistic precision
(Park et al 2011, Linz 2012, De Saint-Hubert et al 2016,Howell et al 2016). The out-of-field dose, whichmight
lead to the occurrence of secondary cancer, is dominated by stray neutrons (Hall 2006, Jarlskog and
Paganetti 2008, Schneider andHälg 2015,Hälg and Schneider 2020). Internal neutrons are directly produced
within the patient, whilst external neutrons are producedwithin the beamdelivery system and thewalls of the
treatment room.While the production of internal neutrons depends on the treatment plan, the production of
external neutrons is facility dependent. The latter component is enhanced in accelerators using an absorber to
degrade the proton energy (Gottschalk 2006, Paganetti et al 2006, Carnicer et al 2013). In any case, precise and
accurate neutronmonitoring systems are crucial during the commissioning and the operational phases of
proton therapy facilities.

Neutron energy spectra produced in proton therapy range from thermal energies up to themaximumenergy
of the proton beam. The neutron fluence to ambient dose equivalent conversion coefficients from ICRP-74/
ICRU-57 (h*(10)) strongly depend on the neutron energy, reaching theirmaximumaround a few tens ofMeV
(ICRP-74 1996, ICRU-57 1998).

Rem-counters are widely used instruments for directly assessing the neutron ambient dose equivalent
(H*(10)) (Knoll 2010). Their response function satisfactorily approximates the h*(10) coefficients over awide
energy range. Conventional rem-counters can accuratelymeasureH*(10) up to energies of about 15MeV.
Extended-range rem-counters, i.e. rem-counters whichmount high-Z inserts which promote (n,xn) reactions
(Birattari et al 1990), are capable ofmeasuringH*(10) up to energies of several hundredMeV and should
therefore be preferred at proton therapy facilities.

Depending on themodel, commercial rem-counters are characterized by a shaping time of the output
voltage signal in the range 1–3μs that, for a semi-Gaussian shaping, results in a dead time in the range 5–15μs.
This corresponds to theminimum time interval thatmust separate two events in order that they can be
recognized as two separate/independent signals (Knoll 2010). The dead time therefore determines the
maximumdose ratemeasurable by a rem-counter without incurring in severe count losses.

The time structure of the stray neutron field in proton therapy facilities is the same of the proton beam. For
pulsed beamswith pulsewidth of the order of 10–20μs or less, the key parameter determining the rem-counter
response is the neutronDose Per Pulse (DPP), rather than the dose rate averaged over seconds: neutrons reach
the detector within a timewidth shorter than the dead time, and in principle only a single count can be collected
per each pulse (Justus 2012). In reality, the neutron thermalization and drift process in the rem-counter
moderator, which takes 300–700μs on average, partiallymitigates the problem (Caresana et al 2014).
Consequently, the higher theDPP, the higher the probability of losing counts within a single pulse (Leake et al
2010, Justus 2012). Caresana et al reported an extended study of this effect for several commercial rem-counters
(Caresana et al 2014): for themajority of the tested instruments, linearity started failing at around 10 nSv/pulse,
although in a very few cases it stretched up to 500 nSv/pulse.

WorkingGroups (WGs) 9 and 11 of the EuropeanRadiationDosimetryGroup (EURADOS) recently
organized three joint intercomparison experiments at theMaastro ProtonTherapy centre (Maastricht, the
Netherlands). The facility houses aMevion (MevionMedical Systems, 300 Foster St. Littleton,MA01460,US)
S250iHyperscan synchrocyclotron (Vilches-Freixas et al 2020), which distinguishes from all other commercial
proton therapy units by the pulsed structure of the beam. Themachine delivers 227MeVprotonswith a pulsed
time profile (10μs pulse width, up to 8 pC/pulse), which are then degraded in energy to yield the required
clinical volume. The resulting radiation environment is then particularly challenging for reliably assessing
H*(10) from secondary neutronswith commercial rem-counters. In fact, the pulsed structure of the beam,
which generally requires caution in the use of active rem-counters (Justus 2012, Caresana et al 2014), is
combinedwith passive energy degradation of the primary beam,which results in an enhanced neutron
production, and soDPP, with respect to active systems (Paganetti et al 2006).

The three EURADOS experiments aimed at investigating the secondary neutron dose employing different
techniques. Thefirst experiment focused on in-phantomneutron dosimetry using passive dosimeters. The
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second experiment focused on ambient neutron spectrometry, by comparingMonte Carlo calculations with
Bonner spheremeasurements.

This paper focuses on the third experiment, whichwas designed to test rem-counters in theMevion stray
field, with emphasis on its pulsed time structure.We compared nine commercial rem-counters placed at nine
different positions around the treatment isocentre while irradiating awater tank phantom simulating a patient
treatment protocol. The goals of this intercomparisonwere:

1. To compare the performance of some of the most used commercial rem-counters in a pulsed proton
therapy facility with passive energy degradation at clinical beam settings.

2. To compare our results with literature models, and, in particular, to verify whether the rem-counter
underestimations here observedwere in linewith theoretical expectations.

3. To compare the measured neutron H*(10) with values measured in previous experiments performed at
other clinical facilities, in particular with respect to non-pulsed proton beams deliveredwith active energy
selection.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1.Description of the facility
TheMevion S250iHyperscan system is a compact 10 Tfield synchrocyclotronwhich requires a single vault of
limited dimensions. TheMaastro ProtonTherapy centre is thefirst European facility housing this type of
accelerator, which is directlymounted on a rotating system (gantry) that also incorporates the beammonitors,
rangemodulator andmulti-leaf collimator (Vilches-Freixas et al 2020). The proton spots are delivered along the
transverse plane through a pair of scanningmagnets. The depth of the Bragg peak ismodulated by an energy
degrader consisting of 18 Lexan (polycarbonate)plates that can be placed in the path of the proton beam
according to the required energy. Theminimumproton energy available is 13.49MeV for superficial tumours,
themaximum227MeV corresponding to a depth inwater of 32.2 cm. At the end of the beam line, the nickel-
alloymulti-leaf collimator conforms (trims) the beam to reduce the lateral penumbra.

The beam is deliveredwith amaximum frequency of roughly 750Hz, which corresponds to aminimum
time between pulses of roughly 1.3ms. Since the time structure of the neutron field reflects that of the proton
beam, it can be considered as a pulsed neutron field. Each neutron pulse is recognized by the rem-counters as a
single isolated event, i.e. with aminimum time between pulses of 1.3ms that ismuch longer than the 5–15μs
dead time typical for commercial rem-counters.

2.2.Description of the rem-counters
Table 1 lists the rem-counters and their respective calibration factors. Amore detailed description is given
below.

2.2.1. LUPIN
The LUPIN (Long interval, Ultra-wide dynamic range, pile-up free, Neutron rem-counter) fromELSENuclear
(ELSENuclear, via Riccardo Pitteri 10,Milan, Italy) is an extended-range rem-counter, using a BF3 proportional

Table 1.Rem-counters used in the experiment.

Instrument

Calibration factor (nSv per
count) Calibration spectrum Extended range Institute

LUPIN 0.47 Pu-Be Yes Politecnico diMilano (PoliMi)
LINUS 0.89 Am-Be Yes CERN

Wendi-II 0.31a Cf-252 Yes SCKCEN

Wendi-II 0.31a Pu-Be Yes IFJ

NM2B-458 0.97 Am-Be No HMGU

NM2B-495Pbb 0.93 Am-Be Yes HMGU

LB6411 0.35a Cf-252 No SCKCEN

LB6411 0.35 Am-Be No Universitat Autònoma de Barce-

lona (UAB)
LB6411 0.35a Am-Be No Skandion kliniken

a Data taken from the rem-counter datasheet.
b The device was characterizedwith quasi-monoenergetic neutrons (up to 400MeV) at the ResearchCentre forNuclear Physics (RCNP) in
Osaka, Japan (Mares et al 2017).
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counter, specifically designed formonitoring pulsed neutronfields (Caresana et al 2013a, 2013b, Ferrarini et al
2010). The BF3 counter is placed in a cylindrical polyethylenemoderator with lead and cadmium inserts. The
front-end electronics is based on a logarithmic amplifier. The LUPINused during the intercomparison allowed
the real-time reading ofH*(10)with an integration time of 1 s. Therefore, it was possible to reconstruct and
analyseH*(10) variations with 1 s time resolution. The detection capabilities of the LUPINwere demonstrated
both in terms of response to high-energy neutrons (Caresana et al 2014b,Dinar et al 2018) and in pulsed fields
(Aza et al 2014, Caresana et al 2014). The LUPINwas chosen as the reference rem-counter in this
intercomparison. This choice proved to be adequate, as discussed in section 3.

2.2.2. LINUS
The LINUS (Long Interval NeUtron Surveymeter) is the original extended-range rem-counter developed about
30 years ago from anAndersson-Braun device (Birattari et al 1990, 1992, 1993, 1998). The instrument comprises
a 3He proportional counter placedwithin a spherical polyethylenemoderator. Themoderator incorporates a
boron-doped synthetic rubber absorber and a 1 cm thick lead shell. Its response function extends up tomore
than 400MeV.

2.2.3.WENDI-II
TheWENDI-II (Wide EnergyNeutronDetection Instrument) fromThermo Scientific (ThermoFisher
Scientific, 168 ThirdAvenue,Waltham,Massachusetts, US) is an extended-range rem-counter designed to
measureH*(10) up to 5GeV (Olsher et al 2000). It includes a 3He proportional counter surrounded by a
cylindrical polyethylenemoderator and a layer of tungsten powder.

2.2.4. Berthold LB6411
The Berthold LB6411 (Berthold Technologies GmbH&Co.KG, Calmbacher Str. 22, BadWildbad, Germany) is
a rem-counter designed tomeasureH*(10) up to 20MeVwith ameasuring range from a few tens of nSv h−1 to
100mSv h−1 (Burgkhardt et al 1997). It includes a cylindrical 3He/methane proportional counter surrounded
by a spherical polyethylenemoderator and perforated cadmiumabsorbers.

2.2.5. NM2B-458 andNM2B-495Pb
TwoNM2B rem-counters (Nuclear Enterprises Technology Ltd., Benham, Berkshire, UK)were tested. The
conventional NM2B-458 includes a BF3 proportional counter surrounded by an inner polyethylenemoderator,
a boron-doped synthetic rubber absorber, and an outer polyethylenemoderator. The extended-rangeNM2B-
495Pb includes a lead shell surrounding the boron-doped rubber. The response functions of both rem-counters
were calculated bymeans ofMonte Carlo simulations (Mares et al 2002).

2.3. Experimental setup
Awater tank phantom (30 cm×30 cm× 60 cm)was employed to simulate a patient treatment protocol. A
single beamplanwasmade in Raystation v.9Ausing inverse planningwith a prescribed dose of 10GyRBE

11 to a 15
cm×15 cm× 15 cm cube centred at 15 cmdepth inwater. Themulti-leaf collimatorwas used to laterally trim
thefield, reducing the penumbra. The energies ranged from175.9MeV to 115.8MeV for a total of 14 energy
layers. The spot spacing ranged from0.5 cm to 0.6 cm. These beam settings were considered representative of a
clinical beam, and therefore they allowed evaluating the reliability of commercial rem-counters in treatment-
like conditions.

The nine rem-counters were aligned to the isocentre height (125 cm above thefloor), andmeasuredH*(10)
at nine positions around thewater tank, as shown infigure 1. After each session, all rem-counters changed
position, so that each detectormeasuredH*(10) at each position under the same experimental conditions.

2.4.Mathematicalmodel for the data analysis
After preliminary data analysis (section 3.1), all rem-counters appeared to strongly underestimateH*(10)with
respect to the LUPIN. To check the consistency of these results with literature data, an empiricalmodel taken
fromCaresana et al (2014)was used. Themodel assumes that, given the reference (conventionally true)DPP,
D ,ref the expectedDPP provided by a certain rem-counter, D ,meas can be calculated as:

/( )
( )=

+
D

D

D D1
, 1meas

ref

ref half

11
In proton therapy, the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) to convert from the physical absorbed dose, expressed inGy, to the

therapeutic dose, expressed inGyRBE, is 1.1 (1Gy=1.1GyRBE) (Paganetti et al 2002).
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where the coefficient D ,half with the same dimensions as theDPP (nSv/pulse), corresponds to theDPP for
which /=D D 2.meas ref Dhalf depends on the type of rem-counter only, and its value is tabulated formany
commercial rem-counters inCaresana et al (2014).

Dref can be estimated by correcting the output of the reference instrument by its own D :half

/( )
( )=

-
D

D

D D1
. 2ref

meas

meas half

It follows that the reference instrument should possess a D D .half meas

Commercial rem-counters are not able to instantaneously provide D ,meas because they integrate the total
dose over a certain period of time longer than their dead time. In our experiment, all rem-counters were read
after the end of each irradiation. The only exceptionwas the LUPIN,which allowed the real time reading of
H*(10)with 1 s time resolution. By combining theH*(10) trend from the LUPINwith the information displayed
per each single pulse in the accelerator logfiles (in particular the delivery time, see section 3.1 for details), for
each second an equivalent series of Dmeas for the LUPIN (hereafter DLUPIN ) and Dref valueswere obtained from
equation (2).

Therefore, it was possible to predict the theoretical Dmeas of each other rem-counter from equation (1),
hereafter called D :model per each pulse i, theDPP Dmodel i k j, , , was calculated for each rem-counter j at position k.
Assuming valid themodel, Dmodel i k j, , , is the expectedDPP indicated by a specific rem-counter j. Dmodel i k j, , , is
normalized to DLUPIN i k, , and summed over the duration of the irradiation as in equation (3):

( )å
å

=U
D

D
. 3model k j

i

N
model i k j

i

N
LUPIN i k

, ,
, , ,

, ,

Umodel k j, , is the expected underestimation foreseen by themodel for the jth rem-counter in the kth position.
The value at the denominator of equation (3) is by definition equal to the experimentalH*(10)measured by the
LUPIN at the end of the irradiation, but for the sake of clarity the denominator is constructed using the same
expression as the numerator.

Umodel k j, , can then be comparedwith themeasured underestimation (Uexp), whichwas the datum available at
the end of each irradiation.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Results
Table 2 lists theH*(10) values inμSv/GyRBEmeasured by each rem-counter at each position (normalized to unit
therapeutic dose at the isocentre). The total delivered therapeutic dose to thewater phantomwas chosen to
guarantee ameasurement uncertainty due to Poisson counting statistics well below 10% (total neutronH*(10)
per session up to a fewmSv). However, considering the uncertainties related to (1) calibration, (2) position and
(3) angular/energy response functions of the rem-counters, the final overall uncertainty can be assumed to be

Figure 1. Schematic of themeasurement positions around thewater tank (left) and a picture of themeasurement setup (right). In the
schematic, at eachmeasurement position, the numbers represent the distance to isocentre in centimetres and the angle with respect to
the beamdirection. In the picture, thewater tank phantom is in the background identified by the red rectangle, partially hidden by the
LUPIN in position 9.
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Table 2.H*(10) (μSv/GyRBE)measured by the nine rem-counters at the nine positions around thewater phantom, normalised to 1GyRBE at the isocentre. The uncertainties are expressed as one standard deviation around themeasured
value (k=1).

H*(10) (μSv/GyRBE)

Position LUPIN (PoliMi) LINUS (CERN) WENDI-II (SCKCEN) WENDI-II (IFJ) NM2B-458 (HMGU) NM2B-495Pb (HMGU) LB6411 (SCKCEN) LB6411 (Skandion) LB6411 (UAB)

1 133.2±26.5 16.0±3.2 43.4±8.7 39.7±8.0 — 18.9±3.8 21.1±8.4 22.2±8.9 —

2 99.2±19.8 16.8±3.4 36.2±7.26 35.4±7.1 9.6±3.8 14.7±3.0 — 21.9±8.8 21.4±8.6
3 97.8±19.5 17.9±3.6 36.9±7.4 36.9±7.4 12.8±5.1 20.7±4.2 23.6±9.4 — 23.1±9.2
4 219.8±43.9 22.9±4.6 52.6±10.5 52.9±10.6 28.4±11.4 29.1±5.8 28.7±11.5 37.5±15.0 35.2±14.1
5 220.5±44.1 22.5±4.5 51.3±10.3 53.1±10.6 27.4±11.0 27.6±5.5 35.9±14.4 35.9±14.4 25.4±10.2
6 118.3±23.7 18.2±3.6 — 37.9±7.6 17.6±7.0 22.4±4.5 24.8±9.9 26.8±10.7 26.5±10.6
7 132.8±26.5 17.7±3.6 39.7±8.0 38.6±7.7 18.4±7.4 22.6±4.5 23.7±9.5 27.9±11.2 24.6±9.8
8 91.0±18.2 15.6±3.1 34.2±6.9 34.9±7.0 13.8±5.5 19.5±3.9 27.3±10.9 19.2±7.7 18.9±7.6
9 77.4±15.5 14.3±2.9 — 33.4±6.7 8.1±3.2 18.1±3.6 16.8±6.7 17.0±6.8 17.3±6.9
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20% for the extended-range rem-counters, and 40% for the conventional ones, whose response function sharply
drops for neutron energies above 15–20MeV, in accordance with previous literature studies (Silari et al 2009,
Dinar et al 2018).

Themain plot of the left graph offigure 2 showsH*(10)measured by the LUPIN at position 4 (186 cm–135°)
as a function of time, with 1 s time resolution. This trend is representative for all positions, while the absolute
values slightly vary. Fourteen peaks are clearly visible, which can be related to the fourteen energy layers of the
irradiation plan (insert in the plot). The pulse delivery timewas retrieved from themachine log files12 and
compared toH*(10) recorded by the LUPIN as a function of time. By dividing the recordedH*(10) by the
number of pulses delivered per each second from the logfiles, it could be roughly estimated that theDPP reached
values as high as 200 nSv/pulse. As an example, the right graph offigure 2 shows the frequency distribution of
theDPP for the same position 4. This value is in the linearity range of the LUPIN, but definitely out of the
linearity range of the other rem-counters, as discussed in the following subsection. The unusual trend of the dose
ratewith peaks and valleys can be explained considering the particular beamdelivery technique, i.e. proton pulse
delivery frequency ranging from750Hz down to roughly 2Hz, and charge per pulse ranging from8 pC to about
3 pC. The highest and broadest peak in themain graph of the left plot offigure 2 in the 25–75 s range is related to
the highest proton energy (175.90MeV, see the subplot in the left graph offigure 2) and to the largest delivered
dose, i.e. about 30%of the total therapeutic dose at the isocentre. Its decreasing trend can be imputed to the
combination of a general decrease in the pulse delivery frequency between 25 s and 75 s, and to a variable charge
per pulse, which are automatically set by themachine for each specific treatment plan.

3.2.Data analysis
The left graph offigure 3 plots the data listed in table 2. Considering the experimental uncertainties, all rem-
counters underestimate the dosemeasured by the LUPIN significantly. The variation ofH*(10) as a function of
measurement positions is discussed in section 3.3. The right graph offigure 3 shows the results normalised to the
LUPINoutput (Uexp) as a function of the dosemeasured by the LUPIN (bottom x axis) and of the averageDPP
(upper x axis). Since the irradiation conditions were the same for eachmeasurement, i.e. same treatment plan,
number of pulses, and delivered therapeutic dose, the total dose is proportional to the averageDPP, and both
depend on position. Focusing on one rem-counter at a time, a clear trend can be observed: the higher theDPP,
the larger the underestimation. This trend ismore evident if one neglects the systematic sources of uncertainty
(i.e. from calibration and response function), leaving only the experimental one (a few percent)13.

Figure 2. Left graph,main plot: H*(10) integrated over 1 s by the LUPIN at position 4 (186 cm–135°). Insert: proton energy as a
function of the delivery time. Right graph,main plot: relative frequency histogramof theDPP at the same position. Insert: DPP
distribution as a function of the delivery time.

12
Together with other information (pulse energy, charge, spatial coordinate, etc), the logfiles collect the delivery time of each single pulse,

withms time resolution.
13

Uncertainties related to the calibration procedure and to the response function are taken into accountwhile considering the rem-counter
readoutwith respect to the true physical/operational quantity. In this sense they play a role when comparing two ormore rem-counters.
When comparing different and independent values of a given quantity collected by the same rem-counter, the only uncertainty which should
be introduced is the experimental one.
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From the right plot offigure 3, the dependence of theWENDI-IIs’ response on theDPP appears to be almost
linearly decreasing. Conversely, the other rem-counters show aflatter response versus theDPP. This is in line
with the data and themodel presented inCaresana et al (2014). For rem-counters which possess amuch lower
Dhalf with respect to the referenceDPP, theH

*(10)underestimation is larger, but the response variations versus
DPP are less pronounced, i.e. they reach a saturation value. These trends can be explained byDPP values
estimated to be as high as 200 nSv/pulse, and Dhalf values in the range 5–30 nSv/pulse (LINUS, LB6411) and 40
nSv/pulse (WENDI-II).

In the case of the LUPIN, Dhalf is larger than 1800 nSv/pulse and therefore the LUPIN can be used as the
reference instrument in the present experiment, i.e. the correction from Dmeas to Dref is only about 1.1 at 200
nSv/pulseDPP.On the opposite, for a rem-counter with Dhalf equal to 40 nSv/pulse andDPP equal to 200 nSv/
pulse, equation (1) estimates a correction factor of about 6 to go from Dref to D ,meas i.e. this rem-counter
measures about 15%of the referenceDPP.

For conventional rem-counters (full symbols infigure 3), the underestimation can be imputed to two effects:

1. Dead time losses due to the pulsed time profile of the stray neutron field.

2. Intrinsic low sensitivity to high energy neutrons.

For extended range rem-counters, the underestimation is due to pulsed field only, even if small differences
can remain because of the different response function of different rem-countermodels.

Thus, the question to address is: can themodel proposed byCaresana et al justify the experimental
underestimationmeasured in this work?To answer this question,Umodel k j, , was calculated for each rem-counter
and for each position following themodel of section 2.4.Umodel k j, , is then comparedwith themeasured
underestimationUexp and presented as scatter plots infigure 4. If points are on the bisector, itmeans that the
experimental underestimation agrees with the underestimation foreseen by themodel. If points are above/
below the bisector, the experimental underestimation is larger/smaller than the one foreseen by themodel.

It can be noted that the conventional rem-counters underestimatemore severely than the extended range
rem-counters, andmore severely than themodel prediction. Asmentioned above, this is due to the combination
of dead time losses and intrinsic low sensitivity to high energy neutrons. This effect is particularly evident while
comparingNM2B-498 (conventional) andNM2B-495Pb (extended range), which share the same electronics
and are thus similarly affected by dead time losses. Extended range rem-counters are in better agreement and
small differences can be ascribed to small differences in their response functions. Only the LINUS appears to be
quite well described by themodel because LINUS and LUPINhave a quite similar response function.

Figure 3.Results of the intercomparison. The left graph shows the neutronH*(10), normalized to unit therapeutic dose at the
isocentre,measured by the nine rem-counters as a function of the position around the isocentre (figure 1). The graph on the right
shows the results normalised to the dosemeasured by the LUPIN (the uncertainties are not shown for clarity). Conventional rem-
counters are shown as full symbols; extended range rem-counters are shown as open symbols.
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However, themodel accounts only for the dead time losses due to the pulsed field and not for the different
response functions. In order to better compare with themodel, the two contributions to the underestimation
must be separated. This is done by considering the response functions of the various rem-counters. The response
functions approximate the ICRPh*(10) coefficients in a broad range of neutron energies, but discrepancies up to
40%between the reference and themeasuredH*(10) are sometimes observed (see for exampleDinar et al
(2018)). In the experiment described inCaresana et al (2014), neutrons were produced by 60MeV
monoenergetic protons impinging on a thick tungsten target, with the detectors14 placed downstreamof it,
centred at beamheight. Roughly one half of the referenceH*(10)was due to evaporation neutrons, and the other
half to neutronswith energies in the range 20–60MeV.Moreover, the referenceH*(10) valuewas estimated by
averaging the read-out of all neutron detectors.

In the present experiment, the referenceH*(10)was estimated by the LUPINwith a nominal 20%
uncertainty.Moreover, the neutron spectra obtained during the spectrometrymeasurements (EURADOS
WG9-WG11 2022) performed during the same experimental campaign atMaastro15were quite different from
the spectra described inCaresana et al (2014), with the predominant contribution from evaporation neutrons.
Consequently, equation (3) should bemodified by introducing correction factors Cf k j, , calculated for each
position k and for each rem-counter j as the ratio between the reference dose and the dosemeasured by the jth
rem-counter compensated by folding its response function16with the neutron spectrum fromEURADOS
WG9-WG11 (2022) in the kth position. The reference dose is obtained by folding the neutron spectrum at a
given position k with the h*(10) coefficients (ICRP-74 1996, ICRU-57 2016).

It is worth noting that the experimental conditions of the spectrometry experiment were partially different
from the rem-counter intercomparison, i.e. irradiation of a 5 cm×5 cm× 5 cm target volume in an
anthropomorphic phantom.However, from a previous experiment, the spectral energy distribution of
secondary neutronswas observed to remain similar when varying the target volume and/or the phantom (Mares
et al 2016). Therefore, the spectra from the spectrometry experiment can be used as a reference for the
calculations with reasonable confidence. Considering the variation of up to about 15%of the h*(10) coefficients
in the energy range from125MeV to 160MeV, the average proton energies in the spectrometry and rem-
counter experiments respectively, and considering the uncertainties related to calibration, position and angular
response of the instruments, a 20%uncertainty was conservatively assumed for the results of the calculations. In

Figure 4. Scatter plots of the rem-countermeasurements. The x coordinate is the experimental result, the y coordinate the calculated
value. Uncertainties are shown as±1 standard deviation around themeasured value (k=1); they account for calibration, position
and angular/energy response functions of the rem-counters. They can be assumed to be 20% for the extended-range rem-counters,
and 40% for the conventional ones (Mayer et al 2005, Silari et al 2009,Dinar et al 2018), with a further increase considering the
uncertainty propagation, sinceUexp andUmodel are fractional numbers.

14
In that study, rem-counters were tested together with other types of neutronmonitors.

15
Asmentioned in section 1, ambient dosimetrymeasurements atMaastrowere performed by rem-counters (discussed in this paper) and

Bonner spheres, complemented byMonte Carlo calculations (discussed in detail in a forthcoming paper (EURADOSWG9-WG11 2022)).
16

The LUPIN, LINUS and the twoNM2Bswere characterised during previousmeasurements and their response functions were available to
the authors. For the LB6411 data were taken fromBurgkhardt et al (1997), for theWENDI-II from Jägerhofer et al (2011).
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the case of the LB6411s, the response functionwas extrapolated for energies above 40MeV,which is the highest
energy available in Burgkhardt et al (1997), and thus an additional 10%uncertainty was assumed17.

Figure 5 left shows the lethargy plot of the neutron spectra obtained from the spectrometry experiment at
each position (EURADOSWG9-WG11 2022). Figure 5 right shows the response functions of the rem-counters
used in the present study compared to the ICRPh*(10) coefficients (ICRP-74 1996, ICRU-57 2016). It can be
observed that from0.1MeVup to 10–15MeV all rem-counters satisfactorily approximate the h*(10)
coefficients. For higher energies, the response function of conventional rem-counters (LB6411 andNM2B-458,
dash-dotted and dashed lines in thefigure, respectively) decreases significantly.

The full set of the calculated correction factors is listed in table 3. The correction factors reflect the
discrepancy between the h*(10) coefficients (referenceH*(10)) and the rem-counters’ response function
(measuredH*(10)) in the present experimental conditions. As expected, for extended-range rem-counters the
discrepancy between reference andmeasuredH*(10) is of the order of 20%,while for conventional rem-
counters it can be as high as 40%–50%.

For position k, Cf k ref, , is the correction factor of the LUPIN, while Cf k j, , is the correction factor of the rem-
counter j. Dref i k, , is evaluated from equation (2) by correcting DLUPIN i k, , for C .f k ref, , Dref i k, , is then used for
calculating Dmeas i k j, , , from equation (1). Eventually, equation (3) becomes:

Figure 5. Left figure: neutron spectra obtained during the spectrometry experiment (EURADOSWG9-WG11 2022). The spectra were
foldedwith the response function of each rem-counter and the ICRP h*(10) coefficients (rightfigure) to obtain the correction factors
Cf k j, , (see text). The insert in the rightfigure is the detail of the response functions in the evaporation region, which corresponds to the
largest contribution to the neutron dose in this experiment.

Table 3.Correction factors Cf k j, , calculated for thewhole set of rem-counters. k runs over the positions
and j over the rem-counters. The last two columns, listing the correction factors for the conventional rem-
counters, show the highest values, i.e. the largest discrepancies between the h*(10) coefficients and the
rem-counters’ response function.

Position LUPIN LINUS WENDI-II NM2B-495Pb NM2B-458 LB6411

1 0.75 0.95 0.87 0.87 1.40 1.58

2 0.82 1.04 0.99 0.96 1.46 1.60

3 0.83 1.04 1.11 0.97 1.23 1.35

4 0.80 1.01 1.12 0.94 1.15 1.26

5 0.82 1.05 0.95 0.95 1.58 1.50

6 0.84 1.06 1.04 0.99 1.41 1.55

7 0.80 1.01 1.12 0.94 1.15 1.26

8 0.86 1.08 1.11 1.01 1.35 1.46

9 0.84 1.06 1.04 0.99 1.41 1.55

17
The introduced uncertaintiesmight appear quite overestimated.However, the goal of these calculations was to compare our experimental

trendswith literature data obtained in different experimental conditions (Caresana et al 2014), and not to proposemathematicalmodels to
accurately predict H*(10)with rem-counters affected by large underestimations in pulsed fields.
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This new formulation ofUmodel k j, , includes the effect of the response function on the rem-counters and permits
to highlight the underestimations generated only by the dead time losses in the pulsed field. The same
representation of figure 4 is proposed infigure 6, with the new formulation ofUmodel k j, , of equation (4) on the y
axis. The x axis has beenmodified and plots the quantity from equation (5)
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that is, also the experimental underestimation has been corrected by the response function of the rem-counters.

3.3.Discussion
After the introduction of the correction factors, almost all results are correctly aligned along the bisector
(figure 6), meaning that themodel correctly foresees themeasured underestimation. Therefore, theDPP at the
Maastro facility was correctly estimated based on the data collected by the LUPINwithin 20% confidence. Under
controlled irradiation conditions, Dhalf can be used to evaluate the capability of an instrument towithstand a
pulsed neutron fieldwith a certain averageDPP in a certain neutron energy spectrum.However, theDPP is
typically an unknown quantity, in particular when the neutron field is a stray/secondary field, as in the case of
proton therapy facilities; neutron spectrometry requires specific experiments using Bonner spheres, usually
combinedwithMonte Carlo calculations. Therefore, even if the above calculations could in principle be
performed for correcting the rem-countermeasurements, atmost workplaces the required information for the
correctmodelling ismissing. Consequently, the type of rem-counter should be carefully chosen, because inmost
cases there is no possibility of correcting themeasurement a posteriori to retrieve the reference (conventionally
true)H*(10). Furthermore, correcting a rem-countermeasurement affected by extremely high
underestimations (e.g. up to 90%, see figure 3)unavoidably adds large uncertainties. For these reasons,
extended-range rem-counters specifically designed towithstand pulsed neutron fields should be preferred for
measurements at theMevion S250i and similar accelerators. As a second outcome, the calculated correction
factors for the LUPIN, in the range 0.75–0.85, reflect that in this type of facilities this rem-counter canmeasure
the referenceH*(10)with amaximumoverestimation of the order of 20%, adequate for radiation protection
purposes.

The highest doses weremeasured at positions 4 and 5, i.e. near the beamdelivery system (figure 1). In
contrast, at position 1 themeasured dosewas only about 60%of that at positions 4 and 5. This suggests that the

Figure 6. Scatter plots of the rem-countermeasurements after applying the correction factors of the response functions. The x
coordinate is the experimental result, the y coordinate the calculated value. Uncertainties are shown as±1 standard deviation around
themeasured value (k=1); they conservatively account for the 15%difference between the h*(10) coefficients at the average proton
energy of the present experiment versus the spectrometry one (EURADOSWG9-WG11 2022), and for the position and angular
dependence of the response functions of rem-counters. The uncertainty can be assumed to be 20% for all rem-counters except for the
LB6411s, whose response functionwas extrapolated for energies above 40MeV (i.e. the LB6411 uncertainty was enhanced to 30%). A
further increase of thefinal uncertainty was due to uncertainty propagation, sinceUexp andUmodel are fractional numbers.
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largest contribution toH*(10)was due to external neutrons from the beamdelivery system. The quite small
differences between the dosesmeasured at positions 6, 7 and 8when compared to the symmetric positions 3, 2
and 9 can be explained by the asymmetry of thewater tank phantom, as shown infigure 1. The differences are
within 20%, so that the phantom asymmetry effect (i.e. about 7.5 cmofwater in position 6 versus 37.5 cmof
water in position 3) lies within the rem-counter uncertainty (figure 3).

4. Comparisonswith other proton therapy facilities

In this section, the values ofH*(10)measured atMaastro are comparedwith literature data available for other
proton therapy facilities. Section 4.1 is dedicated to a comparison between theMaastroH*(10) and
measurements at similarMevion facilities. Section 4.2 compares our results with other EURADOS experiments,
whichwere performedwith different accelerator types, but inwhich the experimental setup and beam
parameters were almost equivalent to the ones of the currentmeasurements.

4.1. Comparisonwith otherMevion facilities
Only a few neutron experiments are reported in the literature with the rather newMevion systems.H*(10) values
of about 150–200μSv/GyRBE at 2mdistancemeasured in the present study partially agreewith values reported
in studies performed by other groups at similarMevion S250 facilities (Chen et al 2013,Howell et al 2016,
Prusator et al 2018). TheMevion S250 has the same gantry-mounted synchrocyclotron as theMevion S250i, but
it is equippedwith a purely passive beamdelivery system.

Prusator et al (2018) demonstrated viaMonteCarlo calculations thatH*(10) increases from0° to 135°with
respect to the beamdirection, in linewith the LUPIN results of the present study. This supports the assumption
thatmost ofH*(10) is due to external neutrons. Chen et al (2013) andHowell et al (2016) further confirmed this
hypothesis with their spectrometrymeasurements, which showed thatmost ofH*(10) is due to evaporation
neutrons in almost all positions around the isocentre.

Chen et almeasured the neutronH*(10) at onemetre from the isocentre. They observed a variation of
H*(10) from a few hundredμSv/Gyup to a fewmSv/Gy. The reason of such large variation can be imputed to
the purely passive beamdeliverymodality.

In the study by Prusator et al, the comparison betweenMonte Carlo simulations andmeasurements
performedwith aWENDI-II showed the same trends in all locations around the isocentre. However, the
measured values were about 10 times lower than the simulated ones for all positions. Theymeasured about
200–300μSv/Gy at onemeter, whileMonte Carlo calculations estimated neutronH*(10) of the order of 2–3
mSv/Gy. The authors suspected that the simulated neutron source termswere too simplistic. However,
considering that the time structure of theMevion S250 and S250i proton beams is the same18, it cannot be
excluded that the instrument employed could have underestimated the trueH*(10) because of the pulsed
structure of the neutron field if the pulse chargewas not substantially loweredwith respect to the standard
clinical settings.

Chen et al (2013) performed similarmeasurements. It is worth noting that ‘ConfigurationC’ in Chen et al
(2013) is analogous to ‘Configuration large’ in Prusator et al (2018), bothwith a treatment configuration
characterized by 20 cmmodulation range, 25 cm isocentre depth, and use of a large applicator. In this condition,
at 1m from the isocentre and at 90°with respect to the beam axis, Chen et al calculated byMonte Carlo
simulations a neutronH*(10) equal to 3mSv/Gy.On the other hand, Prusator et almeasured 350μSv/Gy. Since
Prusator et al stated that theirMonte Carlo estimations ofH*(10)were about ten times larger than the
experimental results, they should have calculatedH*(10) equal to about 3.5mSv/Gy. Therefore, the good
agreement between the calculationsmade byChen et al and Prusator et almight suggest that theWENDI-II used
in the experiment of Prusator et almayhave been affected by pile up due to the pulsed structure of the
neutron field.

However, theMonte Carlo calculations of Chen et alwere in turn validated bymeasurementsmadewith a
WENDI-II, but in the article the authors explicitly state that the dose ratewas decreased to avoid pile up. If the
pulse chargewas decreased to lower the dose rate, the neutronDPP decreased too, and consequently the
WENDI-II should have correctlymeasuredH*(10). Nevertheless, we demonstrated that in the case of pulsed
fields, where theDPP is usually complex to be correctly derived, the dose rate is a secondary parameter, and
devices specifically designed towithstand pulsed fields should always be preferred.

18
Both systems provide 227MeVpulsed proton beams at 10μs pulse width (private communication fromMevion).
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4.2. Comparisonwith other EURADOS experiments
Since 2015 EURADOShas been promoting similar intercomparison exercises at some of the newest proton
therapy facilities across Europe. In some cases, similar experimental conditions allow for a detailed comparisons
of neutron production between different accelerator types. For example, the experiment described in Farah et al
(2015)was performed employing an IBA (Ion BeamApplications SA, Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgium) cyclotron at
the Trento ProtonTherapyCentre in Italy, with a similar treatment plan (10 cm×10 cm× 10 cm cube centred
at 10 cmdepth inwater,maximumbeam energy about 172MeV) and employing the samewater tank phantom
as in the present work. This accelerator delivers the proton beamwith the required energy using an energy
selection system located between the cyclotron and the treatment room. The neutronH*(10) at a position
approximately equivalent to position 1 in the present experiment was equal to 50μSv/Gy,which then dropped
to 8μSv/Gy, 3μSv/Gy and 5μSv/Gy at positions approximately equivalent to positions 2, 3 and 4, respectively.
Therefore, in their experiment the stray neutron dosewas dominated by forward-peaked high-energy internal
neutrons. It is interesting to note that the total neutronH*(10)was about one half of thatmeasured in the present
study at position 1, falling to 8%–2% for positions 2, 3 and 4, where the contribution of high-energy neutrons
becomes less significant. Similar results were obtained at the IBA cyclotron at theCyclotronCentre Bronowice,
Poland, withH*(10) equal to 72μSv/Gy, 14μSv/Gy, 8μSv/Gy and 21μSv/Gy at positions approximately
equivalent to positions 1, 3, 4, and 6, respectively (200MeVprotonswith beam size 20 cm×20 cm) (Mojżeszek
et al 2017). Another experiment involving an active energy selection system (VARIANMedical Systems Particle
TherapyGmbH)was performed at the Rinecker ProtonTherapyCentre inMunich, Germany (Trinkl et al
2017). A 30 cm×30 cm× 15 cmPMMAslab phantomwas used to simulate the patient. The neutronH*(10)
wasmeasuredwith a Bonner sphere spectrometer. For 200MeVprotons, the highestH*(10) of 24μSv/Gywas
measured at a position approximately equivalent to position 1 in the present experiment, and the lowest of 4.10
μSv/Gy at a position approximately equivalent to position 4. For 140MeVprotons, H*(10)was equal to 5.9
μSv/Gy and 1.5μSv/Gy at positions equivalent to 1 and 4 respectively.

In the experiment described inMojżeszek et al (2017), aWENDI-II correctlymeasuredH*(10)within 20%
uncertainty in a steady-state field19. In the experiment described in Farah et al (2015), different commercial rem-
counters were used. Extended range rem-counters (WENDI-II, NM2B-495Pb) correctly estimatedH*(10)with
discrepancies from the referenceH*(10) below 20%. For conventional rem-counters (LB6411,NM2B-458),
underestimations of the referenceH*(10) from40% to 50%were observed, in linewith the correction factors
listed in table 3. This underlines oncemore the importance of having the best available a priori knowledge of the
neutron field, both in terms of energy and time structure. Extended range rem-counters whichwere observed to
correctly assessH*(10) in a steady-state field, underestimated the referenceH*(10) up to 75% (WENDI-II) and
90% (LINUS) at theMaastro facility.

The results obtained in the present study for positions 2 and 4 can also be comparedwith those obtained in
an experiment performed at theCentre de ProtonThérapie d’Orsay, France, where an IBA cyclotronwith a
passive-scattering dose delivery systemwas usedwith similar beam settings (10 cm×10 cm× 10 cm cube
centred at 10 cmdepth inwater,maximumbeam energy about 172MeV) and employing the samewater tank
phantomas in the present work (Farah et al 2015). A value ofH*(10) of 167μSv/Gywasmeasured at a location
equivalent to position 2, quite in linewith the result of the present experiment (99.2±19.8μSv/Gy for the
LUPIN), while at a location equivalent to position 4,H*(10)was equal to 29.6μSv/Gy (while it was 219.8±43.9
μSv/Gy for the LUPIN in the present experiment). This obvious discrepancy for position 4might be imputed to
the particular configuration of theMevion S250i synchrocyclotron, which ismounted inside the treatment
room (Vilches-Freixas et al 2020), so that the stray neutrons from the accelerator are not shielded as in the case of
a separate vault housing the accelerator (as at the Centre de ProtonThérapie d’Orsay).

5. Conclusions

In proton therapy facilities the dose due to secondary neutrons should be accuratelymonitored, to assess the
dose to both the patient and themedical staff. Rem-counters are usually employed for benchmarkingMonte
Carlo calculations, performing shielding verifications and routine neutron dosemonitoring. They are robust,
portable, with a negligible gamma-ray sensitivity, and their response function followswith reasonable
approximation the ICRPh*(10) coefficients. However, a priori knowledge of the neutron field is required for the
proper choice of the instrument, in particular with respect to its response to high-energy neutrons and its
behaviour in pulsed fields.

19
Cyclotrons accelerate proton bunches at frequencies of the order of hundredMHz.Hence, considering a typical dead time of the order of

5–15μs, the stray neutronfield is perceived by a rem-counter as steady-state, i.e. non-pulsed.
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This work presents the results of an intercomparison of various commercial and non-commercial rem-
counters (LUPIN, LINUS,WENDI-II, LB6411,NM2B-458, NM2B-495Pb) in a proton therapy facility
simulating a patient treatment protocol with clinical beam settings. The accelerator employed, a
synchrocyclotron of the typeMevion S250i, is a compact systemdirectlymounted on the gantry. The beam is
deliveredwith a pulsed structure, and the energymodulation is obtained by an energy degrader.

Among the tested rem-counters, only the LUPINmeasured the trueH*(10)within a 20%uncertainty. All
other rem-counters underestimated the neutronH*(10) by factors from2 to 10mostly because of dead time
losses, depending on both the rem-countermodel and the neutronDPP.DPP values as high as 200 nSv/pulse
weremeasured, whichmakemost commercial rem-counters inadequate formeasuring neutron doses (for the
majority of commercial rem-counters the Dhalf value lies between 5 and 40 nSv/pulse). Conventional rem-
counters, i.e. thosewithout high-Z converters, have the additional limitation of very low sensitivity above 15
MeV, resulting in significant underestimation of the neutron dose (evenmore than 50%).

Themodel fromCaresana et al (2014)was used to predict the underestimation of rem-counters, assuming
the LUPIN response as reference, unaffected by dead time losses. Themodel has proved toworkwell for all rem-
counters. This is a strong indication that the LUPIN is the only tested instrument capable ofmeasuring in this
workplace fieldwithout the need of any correction based onmachine parameters ormeasurement position. In
principle, if the investigator is prepared to accept large uncertainties, it is possible to use rem-counters other than
the LUPIN.However, the correction procedure is quite complex (section 3.2) and needs at least themachine log
files, a real-time reading ofH*(10), and information about the neutron spectrum to correct each radiation pulse.
This complexity prevents any practical use inworkplace scenarios where details of the radiationfield are often
unknown. As a consequence, the type of rem-counter should be carefully chosen, because inmost cases there is
no possibility of correcting a posteriori themeasuredH*(10) to retrieve the actualH*(10). In general, rem-
counters specifically designed for pulsed neutron fields are the only option.

TheH*(10)measured by the LUPINwas found in partial agreement with results of similar experiments
performed at otherMevion facilities employing passive energymodulation. Comparisons of the neutron doses
obtained in the present studywith those reported for facilities employing active energy selection systems
confirmed that the neutronH*(10) ismore than a factor of 10 higher at facilities using passive energy
degradation for dose delivery. Comparisons with an experiment with passive energymodulation confirmed that
theH*(10)was similar downstreamof the patient, i.e. far from the accelerator. However, for positions closer to
the accelerator, theH*(10) obtained in the present studywas larger by a factor of 10 as compared toH*(10) at
facilities inwhich the accelerator is housed in a separately shielded vault. This is due to the particular structure of
theMevion S250iHyperscan synchrocyclotron, which ismounted directly on the gantry, i.e. inside the
treatment room.
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